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Abstract

One drawback of most current reactive systems is
their inability to learn from experience. Our re-
search seeks to address this issue by extending the
model of reactive planning embodied in the RAP
planning and execution architecture to include
learning. We describe how Drescher’s Schema
learning mechanism, originally designed for un-
structured constructivist learning, can be modified
to support RAP-like goal-directed reactive behav-
ior. In particular, we have adapted the Schema
mechanism to pursue explicitly defined goals and
have developed a set of macros for specifying com-
plex initial competencies. We refer to the system
as SEAL, for Situated Execution and Learning. In
this paper, we present results which demonstrate
SEAL’s ability to execute goals and cope with the
dynamics of its environment using the Truckworld
simulation system as a testbed. We also discuss
how SEAL learns new causal knowledge and how
it might use that knowledge to extend its initial
set of competences.

1 Introduction

This paper presents initial results in integrating goal driven
situated execution with a computational model of construc-
tivist learning. In recent years, AI researchers in reactive
planning have realized the necessity of being able to react to
rapidly changing, uncertain circumstances. A learning ele-
ment should be an integral part of a reactive system to help
it fill in any important gaps in its knowledge of the world;
to correct inaccurate world knowledge; and to modify its un-
derstanding of the world as the world changes. However, a
learning element must not degrade the performance of such
a system.

The goal of this research is to develop an effective architecture
for goal driven situated execution which continuously learns
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important features of its environment. Our starting point is
to merge ideas from the RAP system - an architecture for
adaptive plan execution in dynamic environments [Firby, 89,
Firby, 87]- with the schema mechanism [Drescher, 91] - a
system which performs unstructured constructivist learning.
We then adapt Drescher’s schema mechanism to suit the de-
mands of reactive goal driven execution. We refer to the
resulting system as SEAL, for Situated Execution and Learn-
ing.

In this paper, we present results from experiments in the
Truckworld simulator [Firby and Hanks, 87] which indicate
SEAL’s ability to accomplish externally generated goals and
cope with the dynamics of its environment. We also discuss
ways SEAL can learn new causal knowledge to expand or
supplant its initial competence.

1.1 System Overview

The RAP system works well as a reactive plan executor but
it lacks mechanisms for learning the effects of actions and
for compiling new methods. The schema mechanism, on the
other hand, learns action effects and abstract actions (i.e.,
compiles methods) as an intrinsic part of the way it explores
the world around it. Our goal is to create a system that
stresses the explicit goal achievement orientation of the RAP
system while displaying the learning characteristics of the
schema mechanism. Like the schema mechanism, our system
will not use an explicit training phase to learn about the
world, learning will be an intrinsic property of taking action.
Like the RAP system, our executor will start with a large
number of predefined methods so that it will immediately be
able to pursue a multitude of complex goals.

Our approach is to begin with the learning and action mech-
anisms from the basic schema mechanism and adapt them to:
(1) allow the inclusion of initial methods for achieving goals;
and (2) prefer goal pursuit over exploration.

In our system, the plans and actions (i.e., schemas) acquire
activation in relation to their ability to satisfy externally gen-
erated tasks. The schema with the largest activation is se-
lected to be executed and statistics are maintained on the
outcomes of its execution. These statistics are used by a
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learning algorithm to generate new schemas. These newly
acquired schemas serve as new planning resources, allowing
a planner to generate more complex schemas by using the
acquired causal knowledge.

In our experiments, SEAL controls a truck performing de-
livery tasks. The truck possesses two mechanical arms and
two cargo bays and exists in a world of locations connected
together by roads. The truck can move along the roads from
location to location. At each location it may encounter items
which it can manipulate in a number of ways. These in-
elude: rocks, which can be grasped by either of two mechan-
ical arms residing on the truck; fuel drums, which can also
be grasped, and then used to refuel the truck; a gun, which
can be mounted on the truck and loaded with ammo; and,
enemy units, which seek to capture the truck.

2 Architecture

The SEAL system is assumed to be part of a larger agent con-
trol architecture that includes some form of symbolic plan-
ning and goal generation and a control system for sensing
and acting in the world. The SEAL system is designed to
execute the goals and plans (i.e., goal sequences) presented
to it by reactively refining those goals into detailed actions to
be carried out by the controller. Thus, the overall model is
that goals are presented to the SEAL system and it pursues
them as best it can until they are achieved.

2.1 Knowledge Structures

The basic SEAL schema mechanism uses three principle data
structures: items, actions, and schemas.

Items and actions represent the basic features that the system
can sense in the world, and the basic actions the system can
take. Items are simple binary descriptors of state and indi-
cate whether a condition holds or not. Actions specify ways
of interacting with the world: primitive actions are direct
commands to the simulator and their results directly alter
the state of items, and composite actions designate plans for
achieving more complex goals. A composite action designates
either a set of schemas to run, or a set of subgoals to accom-
plish. These schemas (or subgoals) are referred to as com-
ponents. Associated with each composite action is an object
called an action controller. The action controller supervises
execution of the the action’s components, determining which
should be executed or pursued next in obtaining the action’s
goal. r

Schemas predict what changes in state are likely when actions
are performed in particular contexts. A schema’s result is a
set of items which predict the likely outcome of taking its
associated action. Its contezt is a set of items which designate
the state in which it is most likely to succeed.

Figure 1 depicts a schema for picking up a rock. This
schema has an associated composite action, or plan, for pick-
ing up rocks which is composed of two primitive schemas (e.g.
grasp-rock) which move the arm to a rock, and then grasp

Context
pickup-

rock Result

move-arm-to-rock I

grasp-rock

Figure 1: A schema for picking up a rock, linking an action
with outcomes and likely preconditions for success.

the rock. The schema predicts that after it is run, the agent
is likely to be holding a rock and the arm will not be clear.
It states further that having the arm clear to begin with and
knowing a rock is nearby increase the schema’s chances of
success.

A schema can be thought of as roughly equivalent to a RAP
method: it expresses plan for how a state of the world can
be brought about starting in a given context.

2.1.1 The Schema Design Language

Drescher originally designed the schema mechanism to study
early Piagean learning and assumed the system would start
with simple schemas and induce all of its own complex
schemas and composite actions from interactions with the
world. However, we wish SEAL to be able to handle complex
tasks to begin with and modify its initial competencies as it
discovers more about its world. To do this, our implemen-
tation includes a language for defining arbitrarily complex
initial actions, schema, and items. For example, the defprim-
itive macro allows initial simple schema and actions to be
defined while defroutine can be used to define the context
and result items of a schema,along with the components for
an associated composite action.

3 Control

The low level control mechanism used in SEAL is based upon
the action selection mechanism used by Drescher [Drescher,
91]. Drescher’s schema mechanism was designed to model
the behavior of a typical curious infant exploring its world.
Roughly, each action that his mechanism can perform accrues
an exploration value, a measure of how interesting the action
is, and the mechanism decides which action to take next on
the basis of this value. SEAL, like RAPs, is intended for ex-
plicit goal pursuit so exploration is deemphasized in favor of
using external goals to specify interesting actions to execute.

3.1 The Control Loop

The basic SEAL control loop (See Figure 2) consists of the
following phases:
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Figure 2: Control loop for the SEAL system.
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1. Goal Activation Passing: Pass activation from ex-
ternal goals to the items that they desire to be on or
off.

2. Planner Invocation: Determine if the planner needs
to be called to generate new methods for achieving the
desired item states (i.e., to create or to modify appro-
priate schema).

3. Composite Action Controller Activation Pass-
ing: Active composite action controllers (i.e., plans)
pass activation to the next item or schema they would
like activated.

4. Schema Activation Update: Compute an activa-
tion level for each schema based on whether or not the
schema is desired or it will result in activating a desired
item.

5. Active Schema Selection and Execution: Select
the schema with the highest activation level and execute
it. If the schema’s action is a primitive, this will also
update state of affected items.

6. Schema Statistic Update: Use results of tile execu-
tion to update the schema statistics used by learning
algorithm.

7. New Schema Creation: Create new schemas when
statistics uncover reliable new results or contexts for
the existing schemas.

3.2 Schema Selection

The schema mechanism decides what to do next by letting
schemas compete amongst each other for the opportunity to
be run. To be selected to run, a schema must first be ap-
plicable: its context conditions must be satisfied. All simple
schemas (i.e. those designating only actions ) are considered

applicable. Once the applicability of a schema is determined,
its activation level is computed. A schema’s activation level
is determined by multiplying its instrumental value by its
reliability and then applying a habituation function to this
product.

A schema’s instrumental value is the sum of its:

1. Result-instrumentality: the sum of the instrumental
values of all items listed in its result. Items of interest
will have had their instrumental values incremented by
being activated by symbolic goals.

2. Received-instrumentality: the amount of activation
the schema receives from any active action controller
which includes it as its next component.

A schema’s reliability is the ratio of its successes to its invo-
cations. Successes occur when the schema is activated and its
execution actually results in its predicted result. This allows
SEAL to select the most effective schema from among those
which predict the same result.

Habituation allows the mechanism to abandon schema which
repeatedly fail. Each schema maintains a 10 cycle long win-
dow and counts the number of times its is activated during
that period. If the rate of activation exceeds 60 percent dur-
ing that period, the habituation function clamps the activa-
tion level of the schema to zero for 5 cycles before allowing
the schema to again compete in the schema selection process.

Once the activation level of all schema has been calculated,
the control mechanism selects the schema with highest value,
or randomly selecting among schemas with the same activa-
tion level.
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3.3 Schema Execution

When a schema is selected for execution, the action it desig-
nates is invoked. Simple actions designate primitives which
are Truckworld simulator commands. The command desig-
nated by the action is handed to the simulator, is executed,
and results are noted (Figure 2).

When the activated schema designates a composite action,
the action creates an action controller to manage the execu-
tion of its components. The controller becomes a member of
the set of active controllers and each time through the control
loop, all active controllers:

1. Check Completion: Check to see if the action’s goals
have all been executed. If so, the controller is finished
and the schema that generated it completes execution.

2. Check Failure: If the controller has been on the con-
troller list for more Truckworld time units than ex-
pected, or if the next component is not applicable (i.e.,
its context is not satisfied) the controller finishes and
its parent schema completes execution.

3. Try Next Component: increment the instrumental
value of the next component in the plan by the sum
of activation level of the parent schema and a subgoal
preference factor.

These mechanisms are enough to allow the SEAL system to
effectively achieve a variety of complex goals in a reactive
manner. Section 6 shows examples of such behavior.

4 Causal Learning: Marginal Attribution

Learning in the schema mechanism involves comes in two
forms: learning new schemas and learning new composite
actions. The mechanism keeps statistics on the results of
executing known schemas in various contexts and generates
new schemas as appropriate to reflect this acquired causal
information. Effectively, the schema mechanism learns new
situations in which known actions will have reliable effects.
Drescher’s algorithm for detecting these correlations and then
constructing appropriate schema is called marginal attribu-
tion.

4.1 Detecting New Results and Contexts

Each schema includes an extended result structure which
maintains two statistics for each existing item:

1. Positive-transition correlation the ratio of the
probability that the item turns on when the schema
is activated to the probability that the item turns off
when the schema is not active.

2. Negative-transition correlation analogous to the
positive transition ratio, but with respect to the prob-
ability of the item being turned off.

These probabilities are updated each time a schema is run.
When a schema detects that an item is more likely to be

turned :on (or :oj~) after it has executed than when it has
not, that item is deemed relevant and a new schema is created
which lists the item (or its negation) as a result. The new
schema has the same action as the old one.

To detect new success conditions, each schema maintains an
extended context structure which records for each item the
ratio of probability of success when the item is :on to the
probability of success when the item is :off. When one of
the probabilities is significantly larger than the other, a new
schema is generated with that item (or its negation) included
in the context.

In effect, each new schema generated by this procedure repre-
sents a new piece of causal knowledge that SEAL has learned
about the world. Representing that knowledge in terms of
schemas means that the system is encapsulating its new
knowledge in terms of reliable methods for achieving goals,
or new reactive planning operators.

5 Learning New RAPS

The marginal attribution mechanism described in the pre-
vious section allows SEAL to learn causal knowledge about
the world that was not present in its original set of actions
and routines. SEAL is learning through experience (through
direct and indirect activation) new situations in which its
RAP-like methods will reliably generate particular results.
In this section we discuss how new and existing schemas can
be used to create new composite actions. This is equivalent
to creating new RAP methods.

In Drescher’s implementation, each time a new schema is
created which indicates a novel result, the system chains back
through all reliable schemas to assemble composite action
sequences capable of reaching the goal from various initial
world states. This process amounts to goal regression and
creates new composite actions to use in the schema.

In our system, we create new actions on an as needed basis
by invoking a planning module when:1

1. An external goal is presented for which there is no ex-
isting action but for which there exists reliable schema
listing the goal as a result. In this case the planner gen-
erates a new composite action to accomplish the goal
by looking through the reliable know schemas. It then
creates a new schema which uses the action and lists
the desired result.

2. New reliable schemas (i.e. having a reliability above 50
percent) are detected for frequently occurring goals. In
this case, the planner modifies the applicable composite
actions to reflect the new information.

In either case, the planner is assembling new plans for achiev-
ing goals using known schemas as operators. Thus, the new

1Currently, the planning module works by backward chaining
from the goal through the existing set of reliable schema. This
process is essentially the same as Drescher’s but we intend to ex-
plore the use of more capable planners in the near future.
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plans may incorporate any combination of initial and learned
causal knowledge.

6 Results

In this paper, we are primarily concerned with the efficacy
of our architecture with respect to explicit goal pursuit. We
present several detailed analyses of SEAL’s performance in
pursuing goals and coping with unforeseen emergencies in
the Truckworld environment [Firby, 89]. These demonstrate
SEAL’s effectiveness as an architecture for reactive planning.
We also present a brief discussion of the relevance of the
causal knowledge learned by SEAL.

For our experiments, SEAL was presented with high-level
goals using simple scripts and used roughly 300 RAP-like
schema, items, and actions to define its initial information
about the world.

6.1 Dealing with Unexpected Interruptions

SEAL’s response to the presence of enemy units illus-
trates its ability to cope with interruptions. We define an
item enemy-unit-seen that indicates the presence of enemy
troops. It is defined with a high intrinsic instrumental value
so that importance is attached it being in the :off state.

When an enemy unit is detected and this item turns :on, it
will pass high activation to any schema which can turn it off
(i.e., move the truck to safety). The schema avoid-enemy
specifies a means of doing this:

(defroutine avoid-enemy
:context ((:on enemy-unit-seen))
-" componeI~t s

(find-road
turn-to-focused-road
move )

:result ((:off enemy-unit-seen)))

This schema purports to turn the enemy-unit-seen item off
by executing a sequence of actions which find an appropriate
escape route and move the truck out of the danger zone.

In the following trace the truck is attempting to find some
rocks to satisfy a delivery goal when an enemy unit appears:

(Primitive schema MOVE> succeeded in method
for (6enermted schema FIND-ROCK-LOCATION>

Item (I~em ENEMY-UNIT-SEEN :ON> turned on.
Selected schema (Schema AVOID-ENEMY> activation level 121.0
Controller for (Schema AVOID-ENEMY> initializing
Selected schema (Schema FIND-ROAD> activation level 147.0
Controller for (Schema FIND-ROAD> initializing

Selected schema (Primitive schema MOVE> activation level 146.0
kunning schema (Primitive schema MOVE>
(Schema AVOID-EIEMY> eucceeded...deactivating controller
(Schema FI|D-ROCK-LOCATIO|> succeeded in method

for (Schema FILL-BAY2-FOR-P~OCES50~>

SEAL notices that the enemy has arrived, abandons the im-
mediate goal of loading rocks into bay2, and then executes
the actions which allow it to flee to safety. After the threat

has been removed, it resumes execution of the interrupted
fill-bay2-for-processor schema. This is precisely the
kind of behavior a reactive system needs.

6.2 Effective Goal Pursuit

Another task illustrates SEAL’s ability to complete complex
tasks in its environment. In this experiment, SEAL is in-
structed to construct a number of gold bars. In this world,
a gold bar can be made by loading a red, a green, and a
blue rock into a special processor and toggling it. SEAL has
the competence to perform this task using approximately 50
complex schemas and actions, 75 primitive actions and simple
schemas, and 75 items. For example, the schemas:

(defroutine fill-bay2-for-processor
:components ((:parallel

(:on red-rock-in-bay2)
(:on green-rock-in-bay2)
(:on blue-rock-in-bay2))

:result ((:on bay2-1oaded)))

(defroutiae acquire-red-rock-external
:context ((:on red-rock-outside))
:components (focus-on-red-rock

pickup-rock
put-held-rock-in-bay2

)
:resul~ ((:on red-reck-in-bay2)))

define ways of acquiring the necessary rocks for this
task. The fill-bay2for-processor schema passes acti-
vation to the concurrent goals of acquiring a red, green,
and blue rock. Separate schemas are specified to handle
the various ways a a rock can be acquired: the schema
acquire-red-rock-external for example, grabs a red rock
when one is known to be outside the truck.

Across five successful iterations of the gold bar task SEAL
used approximately 300 cycles through its basic loop and ex-
ecutes 400 primitive actions in 12000 Truckworld time units?
SEAL currently has a 60 percent success rate on the gold bar
task owing to the fact that it sometimes lets the truck run
out of fuel. This is due to inefficiencies in the coding of the
schemas we are using, and we are in the process of developing
more efficient schemas and actions.

While carrying out the gold bar task 5 times, SEAL also gen-
erates about 500 new schemas. Many of these schemas never
turn into high confidence operators but in some instances
SEAL learns schemas that incorporate useful causal knowl-
edge. For example, the following two schema were generated
and found to have high reliability:

(Generated schema MOVE{AT-|EW-LOCATIOI:O|}>
(GeneraSed schema SHIFT-VIEW-BAY2{VIEW-IS-BAY2:0|}>

The first of schema states that moving the truck will result
in the sensory item at-new-location being on and the see-
ond says that looking into cargo bay 2 will turn the sensory
item view-is-bay2 on. Neither of these schemas is particu-
larly insightful, but they both represent important features of

2Some SEAL primitive actions actually generate a short se-
quence of Truckworld primitives.
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Truckworld that were not explicitly represented in the initial
set of schemas.

We believe this ability to learn new schemas will be partic-
ularly useful at identifying context dependent interactions.
For example, we are constructing a Truckworld simulation in
which blue rocks and green rocks turn yellow when they are
put in the cargo bay together. SEAL should be able to learn
this fact and then apply it in situations when yellow rocks are
required. It should also be able to use this fact to critique its
methods for delivering green and blue rocks although a so-
phisticated composite action planner will be required to take
such interactions into account.

7 Conclusions

The results from the simulations presented indicate SEAL’s
ability to carry out fairly complex tasks in its environment
while also coping with unexpected contingencies. We believe
these results demonstrate SEAL’s effectiveness as an architec-
ture for reactive planning and show that as SEAL performs
tasks, it also generates important causal information about
its environment.

We are currently in the process of improving SEAL along
three lines. First, we wish to extend and improve the SEAL
design language and existing set of schemas, actions, and
items to allow the initial representation of more complex be-
haviors. Second, we intend to explore more complex compos-
ite action planners so that the causal knowledge acquired by
SEAL can be used effectively as a planning resource. This will
need to be coupled with a way to limit the generation of in-
herently unreliable schemas. We suspect that there is no way
to know potential reliability in advance, but we hope there
will be an effective means of disposing of spurious schema in
a timely manner. Finally, we are conducting extended tests
of SEAL to determine the limitations of the architecture and
the marginal attribution learning mechanism.
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